Bioclimatique - Rotating louver installation instructions

Installation

FLOOR INSTALLATION BASE

STEP I

A1=A2

All information contained in this document was provided by the manufacturer of the components for this particular model. As a fabricator/distributor, Retractableawnings.com Inc. claims no liability with respect to these documents as we are not engineers and did not complete any of the information, engineering or calculations in this document.

All measurements in this document are metric. To convert from metric (meters, centimeters and millimeters) to imperial (feet and inches) visit this website:
http://www.onlineconversion.com/length_common.htm
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INSTALLATION POST

STEP II-B

M8x12 FCHS
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RAFTER-COLUMN

STEP III

M8 HEX NUT

PROJECTION MOTOR RAFTER

WIDTH RAFTER BACK

WIDTH RAFTER FRONT

PROJECTION RAFTER
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MOTOR KIT

STEP IV
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MOTOR LOUVRE-INNER SUPPORT BAR

STEP V
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LOUVRE

STEP VI

DIN 7040
M8 PREVAILING TORQUE NUT

DIN 7504
4.2X32

Ø5 WASHER

RAFTER INNER "U" PROFILE

LOUVRE CONNCEKTOR
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INNER "U" PROFILE COVER CAP

STEP VII
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RAFTERS CLOSURE PROFILE

STEP VIII

RAFTERS CLOSURE PROFILE

PROJECTION Rafter

RAFTER CLOSURE PROFILE

DIN 7504
4.2X38
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LIGTING STRIPE PROFILE CONNECTOR

STEP IX

DIN 7504
4,2X19

LIGTING STRIPE PROFILE CONNECTOR
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LIGHTING STRIPE PROFILE

STEP X-A
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EDGE COVER PROFILE

STEP XI
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COLUMN CORNER COVER PLATE

STEP XII

All information contained in this document was provided by the manufacturer of the components for this particular model. As a fabricator/distributor, Retractableawnings.com Inc. claims no liability with respect to these documents as we are not engineers and did not complete any of the information, engineering or calculations in this document.
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